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SHOWING 1-10 OF 11 REFERENCESSORT BYMost Influenced PapersRecencySmith’s comparative studyIn an analysis of X, Smith et al2012argues: ‘In the past, the purpose of education was to ....Some ways of introducing quotations Commenting on X,2003Some writers (e.g. Smith, 2002) have attempted to draw fine distinctions between ..Some
authors have mainly been interested in questions concerning X and Y (Smith,2001The second advantage of using the multivariate method is .... For this study, the X was used to explore the subsurfaceReading: Garnet Education• Hopkins, A. & Dudley-Evans, A. (1988). ‘A genre-based investigations of the discussions2011This case reveals the need for
further investigation in patients with .... This case demonstrates the need for better strategies for ..In support of X, Y has been shown to induce Y in several cases (Smith et al.,2001Thirty years later, Smith (1974) reported three cases of Candida Albicansmade several amino acid esters of X and evaluated them as .... An experimental demonstration of
this effect was first carried out by .... The first experimental realisation of ...., by Smith et alDescribing high and low points in figures The number of live births outside marriage reached a peak during the second world warThe peak age for committing a crime is 18. Oil production peaked in 1985.1981 If you’re working on your dissertation and you’re
looking for some academic phrases that you can use when writing up your research you will find the University of Manchester Academic Phrasebank very useful. About the Academic Phrasebank The Academic Phrasebank is a general resource for academic writers. It aims to provide you with examples of some of the phraseological ‘nuts and bolts’ of
writing organised according to the main sections of a research paper or dissertation. Whether you want to introduce your work, describe methods, discuss findings, report results or write a conclusion there are generic and neutral phrases that you can adapt. Other resources to develop your academic writing Photo by Nick Morrison on UnsplashSince
getting my bachelor’s degree, I have decided to pursue an academic career. During my graduate studies, I not only completed intensive coursework but also wrote research papers. One thing I particularly struggled with was academic writing in English. As a non-native speaker of English, finding the right words and phrases was very time consuming
and frustrating at the beginning. Later on, I found useful online resources that help me improve my academic writing significantly. In this article, I will share the online resources that I have found most effective.1. Academic Phrasebank by The University of ManchesterThis website is the best academic phrase bank I have ever used! When I get stuck
with my academic writing or when I need some inspiration for finishing a paragraph in my manuscripts, I benefit from this website.It has several sections such as “introducing work referring to sources”, “describing methods”, and “reporting results”. Let’s say you have to write or revise the discussion section in your manuscript. When you go to the
“discussing findings” section, you will see many sample phrases from which you can choose and incorporate into your manuscript.A snapshot of Academic Phrase BankYou may not immediately find what you are looking for; however, after you read all those phrases, I am sure you will come up with a suitable phrase for your manuscript.A list of some
language functionsThis website also offers general language functions. I often use this section when I need to revise my manuscript. For example, if there is a key term that I need to explain in more detail in my manuscript, I use “defining terms” under the general language functions to look for sample phrases. These phrases often help me better
explain the term.Besides this Academic Phrasebank, there are many other similar resources available online. There is also an academic word list developed by the Victoria University of Wellington and a software program by which you can have an embedded academic phrase bank in MS Word.Learnhigher offers numerous free resources related to
academic writing. You can find short podcasts, helpsheets, handouts, writing activities, and so on. Depending on your writing skills and purpose, Learnhigher offers many options for you.I remember that I often struggled with writing a report about the findings of my research in the early days of my academic career. To help with this issue,
Learnhigher has a category called “report writing”. This section provides several resources specific to report writing.A helpsheet on “How do I critically analyse my findings?”If you are interested in learning different techniques that can help you improve your writing skills, Learnhigher also provides PDF handouts and worksheets that present
examples of those techniques.A PDF handout shared by LearnhigherWriting Center of Dalhousie University has a great collection of writing resources for students and researchers.The website has numerous categories. For writing a research paper, I really enjoy their sources under the category of “Undergraduate Students” and “Graduate Students”.
When you click on these categories, you will see a list of resources. Then, you can choose which item (e.g., online articles, PDF documents, videos) you would like to read. Some items on the list pop up in a new tab or some items are directly downloadable.From writing to publishing a research paper, there are many steps. For each step, you can
benefit from the resources on this website. When you click on “Writing for publication” under the category of “Graduate Students”, you will find a collection titled “Mastering the Art of Scientific Publication”. In addition to resources on writing a research paper, you can also find other writing guides such as writing a project proposal, preparing a CV,
and drafting a cover letter on this website.You may have already heard of the technique of ‘imitative learning’. This technique is widely used in various learning areas. With this method, you imitate other ‘professionals’ until you build your own style.“I seriously have stolen all my moves from the greatest players.”Kobe Bryant, 2010Although some
forms of “imitation” is controversial in academic writing, imitative learning can be very useful for novice researchers when they incorporate this technique into their writing carefully. You may want to check out this paper to understand how to use this technique safely in academia.To utilize “imitative learning” in your academic writing, you should
find the experts and professional researchers in your field. Researchgate offers an environment for researchers to build their academic networks. In this academic platform, you may find not only researchers in your field but also open-access research papers aligned with your research interests. By reviewing those papers, you may find researchers
whose writing styles could be a good template as you build your own writing style.In addition to Researchgate, there are also similar websites — such as Mendeley and Academia — that provide access to a large network of researchers and their publications.Hopefully, you find these websites useful for your academic writing.Good luck!Page 2Photo by
Nick Morrison on UnsplashSince getting my bachelor’s degree, I have decided to pursue an academic career. During my graduate studies, I not only completed intensive coursework but also wrote research papers. One thing I particularly struggled with was academic writing in English. As a non-native speaker of English, finding the right words and
phrases was very time consuming and frustrating at the beginning. Later on, I found useful online resources that help me improve my academic writing significantly. In this article, I will share the online resources that I have found most effective.1. Academic Phrasebank by The University of ManchesterThis website is the best academic phrase bank I
have ever used! When I get stuck with my academic writing or when I need some inspiration for finishing a paragraph in my manuscripts, I benefit from this website.It has several sections such as “introducing work referring to sources”, “describing methods”, and “reporting results”. Let’s say you have to write or revise the discussion section in your
manuscript. When you go to the “discussing findings” section, you will see many sample phrases from which you can choose and incorporate into your manuscript.A snapshot of Academic Phrase BankYou may not immediately find what you are looking for; however, after you read all those phrases, I am sure you will come up with a suitable phrase for
your manuscript.A list of some language functionsThis website also offers general language functions. I often use this section when I need to revise my manuscript. For example, if there is a key term that I need to explain in more detail in my manuscript, I use “defining terms” under the general language functions to look for sample phrases. These
phrases often help me better explain the term.Besides this Academic Phrasebank, there are many other similar resources available online. There is also an academic word list developed by the Victoria University of Wellington and a software program by which you can have an embedded academic phrase bank in MS Word.Learnhigher offers numerous
free resources related to academic writing. You can find short podcasts, helpsheets, handouts, writing activities, and so on. Depending on your writing skills and purpose, Learnhigher offers many options for you.I remember that I often struggled with writing a report about the findings of my research in the early days of my academic career. To help
with this issue, Learnhigher has a category called “report writing”. This section provides several resources specific to report writing.A helpsheet on “How do I critically analyse my findings?”If you are interested in learning different techniques that can help you improve your writing skills, Learnhigher also provides PDF handouts and worksheets that
present examples of those techniques.A PDF handout shared by LearnhigherWriting Center of Dalhousie University has a great collection of writing resources for students and researchers.The website has numerous categories. For writing a research paper, I really enjoy their sources under the category of “Undergraduate Students” and “Graduate
Students”. When you click on these categories, you will see a list of resources. Then, you can choose which item (e.g., online articles, PDF documents, videos) you would like to read. Some items on the list pop up in a new tab or some items are directly downloadable.From writing to publishing a research paper, there are many steps. For each step,
you can benefit from the resources on this website. When you click on “Writing for publication” under the category of “Graduate Students”, you will find a collection titled “Mastering the Art of Scientific Publication”. In addition to resources on writing a research paper, you can also find other writing guides such as writing a project proposal,
preparing a CV, and drafting a cover letter on this website.You may have already heard of the technique of ‘imitative learning’. This technique is widely used in various learning areas. With this method, you imitate other ‘professionals’ until you build your own style.“I seriously have stolen all my moves from the greatest players.”Kobe Bryant,
2010Although some forms of “imitation” is controversial in academic writing, imitative learning can be very useful for novice researchers when they incorporate this technique into their writing carefully. You may want to check out this paper to understand how to use this technique safely in academia.To utilize “imitative learning” in your academic
writing, you should find the experts and professional researchers in your field. Researchgate offers an environment for researchers to build their academic networks. In this academic platform, you may find not only researchers in your field but also open-access research papers aligned with your research interests. By reviewing those papers, you may
find researchers whose writing styles could be a good template as you build your own writing style.In addition to Researchgate, there are also similar websites — such as Mendeley and Academia — that provide access to a large network of researchers and their publications.Hopefully, you find these websites useful for your academic writing.Good
luck!
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